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EDITORIAL

0

MYSTERY OF THE LEANING UFOLOGISTS!
The Leaning Tower of Pisa is a revered tourist icon having survived with a permanent list for
some 600 years. No doubt if it was bolt upright it would have attracted far fewer visitors and
be just another example of early Italian architecture. But conversely ---Back to 2005 - it is now apparent that TV documentaries and some press releases are
depicting people involved with UFOs and other "paranormal" matters as leaning to one side,
often illuminated in an eerie green light with beads of sweat visible on their brows.

This of

course applies to supporters of the cause - debunkers and scientists are always eminently
upright.

A recent photograph of our Michael Soper at the huge Garsington crop circle in

July, and published in the Oxford Mail and Times shows him listing by about 30 degrees (see
p.J8 ). This effect of course would have been totally deliberate as the location was in an
open field with no obstacles to photography.
Apart from the amusing "slant" on the subject is there some deeper meaning involved here?
The media subconsciously depict supporters of paranormal phenomena as being "a bit
twisted"; "round the bend"; "loopy"; "not one of us" etc without the use of words.
why many of us keep press{fV exposure to the minimum.

That is

If the parish vicar was

photographed leaning to one side in a staid local paper, there would no doubt be howls of
protest from readers for whom the vicar is the "pillar" of the establishment and must be seen
to be fully upright!

But what's the difference - the vicar and the ufologist are both dealing

with the paranormal to a great extent and in fact the former is promoting unproven activities
dating back 2000-5000 years in time. At least the ufologist studies data and events which are
current or mostly not going back more than 100 years!
Looking at the nightmare weather situations currently around the world, one wonders if
unseen forces are at work.

Two major hurricanes smash into the southern states of the US

in 3 weeks leaving thousands of destroyed homes and lives and a major city flooded.

Of

course in 2004 it was the tiny Caribbean islands that were pulverised so badly and in earlier
years Central American countries.

The randomness of where these hurricanes strike means

that anywhere within the vulnerable region will receive a hit once in a hundred years. Thus
when I heard the drowned city of New Orleans is built below sea level, protected by large
mounds of earth or levees from the great Mississippi river and a lake on opposite sides of
the built up areas, it was a question of the hundred year luck running out.

There must be

many more places on the planet that have been constructed with such a dangerous gamble
against the forces of nature.
We also heard during the summer of 2005 that countries of Central Europe from
Switzerland to Rumania were flooded out by incessant rain, while, further to the west,
southern France, Spain and Portugal had seen no rain for months and forest fires were
raging.

The reason given was that the "Jet Stream" in the upper atmosphere had shifted

from its usual position pushing the rain bearing winds on a different route. Over the UK a
tornado destroyed a residential part of Birmingham on July 28th, and the city of Carlisle was
flooded in January.

Back to last year - the Cornish resort of Boscastle was drowned by a

flash flood at the height of summer.

Such events are random occurrences and the same

places would probably never experience a similar fate for several hundred years.
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The overview is that extreme weather may be due to ''global warming" caused by man's
activities; or surges on the Sun's surface sending out cosmic radiation which can effect
arth's weather and communications systems; or the faint possibility that the Earth's
energetic system is being manipulated by invisible intelligences from elsewhere. Apparently,
just a tweak in the Jet Stream can cause mayhem amongst the over populated human
dwellings below, and even the most powerful nation on the planet is completely impotent in
preventing its towns and cities being destroyed.
THE EDITOR
================================================

NEWS IN BRIEF

NEW ROSWELL SENSATION! According to British author, Nick Redfern, in his latest
book "Body Snatchers in the Desert" (Simon & Schuster, £8.99), the Roswell, New Mexico
incident of 1947 was an extremely covert experiment involving living humans of very small
stature and mentally/physically defective, strapped into a motorised device beneath a large
balloon. It was intended to be further investigation into Japanese technology captured at the
end of WW2.
During the closing stages of the war, America found itself under attack from a new weapon
called a "Fugo Balloon". The Japanese launched 9000 of these devices across the Pacific
ocean towards the western coast of the USA. The ·balloons were stated to be 32ft in
diameter; made of either paper or rubberised silk and carrying anti-personnel or incendiary
devices beneath them. Launched in a 5 month period during 1944, it is suggested that 1000
reached the USA and 300 "incidents" were reported.
Another more sinister device was being planned just as the war came to an end. This would
involve a 60ft diameter balloon supporting a gondola containing a glider which could be
released on reaching the USA. Four or five lightweight kamikaze pilots would fly the glider
over Californian towns and cities releasing deadly chemical or biological weapons. The
project was being carried out by a top secret "Unit 731" which also performed horrific
experiments on captured prisoners and physically handicapped people. This outfit was
taken over by American forces at the cessation of war and the technology deemed
interesting enough to be continued with in the States. It was in July 1947 that one of these
balloon/gliders crashed in the desert believed to be due to a lightning strike. Rancher, Matt
Brazel, was the first on the scene and found "slitty eyed", small, humanoid bodies amongst
the debris. Redfern implies that some of the very small, mentally retarded, Asiatic people
had been used, probably acquired from "Unit 731" in Japan. It would of course not be
prudent to announce that people were being used as "guinea-pigs" in this post war period, so
the military would have whisked all remains away as quickly as possible, and cover up stories
mounted.
The explanation does fit in with the "alien autopsy" footage from 1995 (believed to date from
1947), which shows details of a humanoid being disected. If the poor deformed individual
had originally been subjected to torture and biological warfare experiments during the war in
Japan, the "alien" appearance might then be explained. We do not know for sure if the
creature on the autopsy table was one of the poor unfortunates who crashed at Roswell.
Mr Redfern claims to have found a "whistle blower" called the "Black Widow" from
downtown Los Angeles in 2001, who worked in a unit at the time known as the Oak Ridge
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National Laboratory, which was investigating the effects of radiation on humans exposed to
high altitude.
CANARY ISlANDS SIGHTINGS WER MISSILE TESTS: Recent investigations have
shown almost conclusively that wonderful light displays over the Atlantic ocean in the late
1970s were due to secret launches of Poseidon ballistic missiles from US submarines. Dates
of "UFO" sightings in 1974,76,77 and 79 can now be explained as Poseidon launches at these
times. The firing area is believed to have been between 700 and 1600krn west of Tenerife.
Due to the top secret nature of these trials in the middle of the "Cold War", no explanation
of the "UFO" sightings was ever offered by the US navy. Many holiday makers on the
Canary Islands witnessed breathtaking light effects of which there are many photographs.
Source: /UR, In ternational UF O Reporter, Vol 29 No 4, July 2005.
PENTAGON HACKER TO FACE TRIAL: The man who managed to hack into the
Pentagon's top secret computers from London in 2001 -2, Gary Mckinnon, 39, may now be
placed on trial in the USA. If found guilty he could be jailed for 70 years and fined up to
£1 million. Mcl<innon's controversial claim was that he was searching for evidence that
America had covered up visits to Earth by aliens. However our talented friend's "innocent"
hacking managed to knock out 97 systems belonging to the US army, navy and airforce plus
the Pentagon and NASA, requiring $700,000 to put right. At the present time extradition
procedures are taking place in London with a view to Mcl<innon facing charges of stealing
sensitive files and obtaining secret information.
MOON LANDINGS - NEW EVIDENCE: A further interesting postal cover has come to
light since the last edition. (see pp 7-11, Vol 27 No 2). This item was posted on board the
US Navy recovery ship "Hornet" and has a double cancellation with the "USS HORNEr
inscription and the date July 24th, 1969.
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Other cachets refer to the Apollo 11 mtsston and "US Navy Recovery Force". Messrs
Armstrong, Aldrin and Collins were taken on board the Hornet on this date and received
there by President, Richard M. Nixon. Detractors will say the astronauts only went round in
Earth orbit, but could still make the sea splash down with all the attendant publicity. ( No
doubt this happened ). Of course tracking stations from all over the Earth would pick up
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signals from Apollo XI and be able to state if the mission had left Earth orbit or not!
---------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------

N W PlANET OR FLOTSAM? A heavenly body at the outer extremes of the Solar
System has been discovered by a team of US astronomers early in 2005, and is now being
claimed as the lOth planet The object which has the proposed name of "ZENA" measures
about 3400 km in diameter and so is somewhat larger than Pluto at 2250 km. It is a member
of the Kuiper Belt like Pluto which is a zone of icy debris at the far reaches of the Solar
System. "Zena" has an elliptical orbit and at its furthest point is 97 times more distant than
Earth from the Sun, but at its closest, this figure reduces to 36 times. The planet's
temperature is just 30° above absolute zero and its surface is composed of mainly methane.
As Pluto has been designated a planet rather than an asteroid, the new find should also be
officially classified as such - but they both might be downgraded. (Ref: "Focus", Oct 2005, P
11)
authors, Dr David
investigative
The
VENTURE:
NEW
IN
ROBERTS
AND
CLARKE
Clarke and Andy Roberts, who have in recent years delved deep into UFO cover-ups by the
Government and even established UFO research was being carried out at Buckingham
Palace amongst other things, are now embarking on a new project to establish the
background on British UFO groups and personalities prior to 1980. CIUFOR has already
provided them with a good deal of information and in particular fou ?d a. long Ios� tape of .a
BBC Radio Oxford broadcast from 1972. The hunt for informatlon IS on gomg and 1f
members have any interesting recordings, interviews or anecdotes either in writing or on tape
prior to 1980, the authors would like to hear from you. (Forwarded via P.O Box 23). In
particular we have a request for a tape of a talk by VICTOR GODDARD �t a Conta�t
International conference, Caxton Hall, London in 1969. Mr Goddard was a semor officer m
the armed services and should not be mistaken with Jimmy Goddard who was Contact UK
Chairman at the time.
----------------------

-------------

-------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------

AGONY CORNER: (Anti-establishment comment on latest scares and cover-ups)
PESTICIDE DANGER EXPOSED: Farmers have for many years sprayed their crops with
a wide range of weed killers/ pesticides. Members of the public living next . to the �elds in
question have complained of many illnesses resulting from use of these chemicals which have
hitherto been ignored by the Government up until now. Campaigners have reported
blistering, swollen throats, weeping eyes, ME and damage to the immune system - some even
suggest a link with cancer.
Now a highly critical report has been published by the Royal Commissi?n on Environ �e�tal
Pollution which claims Government policies fail to protect the pubhc. The commission
concedes that the claimed illnesses are real and not "all in the mind" as suggested by the
Government in the past. They are particularly keen to set up "buffer zones" next to houses
adjoining fields, where no spraying is allowed and a distance of 5 metres has been proposed.
Activists suggest this distance will be totally inadequate.
When slurry is sprayed over fields and rapeseed is in full flower, the odours are apparent
over a mile away - so just what is a safe distance? Nothing has been said about the dangers
to persons walking through sprayed fields. This year, CIUFOR crop circle. investigato � have
walked many miles along official and unofficial pathways through the. middle. of .cultivated
fields. There never appears to be any warning signs up about spraymg havmg JUSt taken
place, so is the walker at risk within so many days after pesticide use?
FLU PANDEMIC APPROACHING: The press, as usual are spreading alarming rumours

about the possibility of "Bird Flu" now active in several parts of Asia eventually reaching the
UK and wiping out millions of citizens. The few cases in which the virus has so far been
contracted by humans are said to be 50% fatal.
The previous major scare known as the "SARS" virus did spread from Asia right into Canada
but claimed only a few hundred lives before being eliminated. Of course with widespread air
travel, any person carrying a dangerous virus can export it to any country in the world within
hours. Equally, sophisticated medical treatments can be made available at short notice, so
the world has never seen a pandemic of huge scale fatality since the "Spanish Flu" of 191 9.
The 1919 disaster has been estimated to have killed off more people than actually died in
action in WWI from 1914-18. Ironically it was the young and fittest people that succumbed
the most readily. The virus could have lurked in the trenches during the war and penetrated
only fit young men whose immune systems might have been vulnerable due to extreme
stress. When demobilisation occurred, millions of troops may have taken the virus home
with them with disastrous consequences. To this day nobody knows for sure why this 1919
strain of flu was so virulent Could it have entered from space via a comet, and possessed a
form of intelligence which allowed it to survive in the human body against all the medical
know-how available at the time? Aliens could be viruses!
ARE MOBILE PHONES AND CENTIMETRIC RADARS HARMING A FORM OF
LIFE WE CAN SCARCELY IMAGINE? by Michael Soper
At about 2.55 am on July 4th, 2005, I was returning from a skywatch just outside Oxford on
foot (outside the town the sky can be seen) when what resembled a fawn Volvo estate with a
vertical stripy radiator and "v" stripes on the side pulled up on to a verge. The lights were
on inside revealing two "Talibanlike" men with Bin Laden beards waiting and sitting facing
straightforward in the two front seats. The man on the left had a mobile phone to his left
ear and his companion on the right had a mobile to his right ear, and they faced forward
immobile. I got bad feelings about this although nothing illegal was visibly occurring, and
slightly thoughtlessly walked rapidly away. Later I then began to think - WHY WERE THE
LIGHTS ON INSIDE THE CAR - because evidently the men were advertising their
presence, and then l compared the experience to a text I had already prepared for another
publication.
"Given that mobile phones are a VERY BAD idea how the heck can they be stopped. In
view of this, I use the device I have only in emergency. Centimetric and microwave
frequencies do actually seem like a bad idea. Can we imagine that in some areas the
human race may be being MISLED in the developments we are particularly proud of - a
hidden agenda of the demons that destroyed technical advances in the Indian sub-continent
c7000 BC.
I am very keen to return to the lowest and now unused frequencies and using them again
with much greater subtlety and much less power. The technology involved could be cheaper
even than the mobiles, and certainly cheap enough for children's pockets. (And being of low
frequency far less hazardous).
Centimetric frequencies at very high power may have caused the Roswell Incident, and we
may be blinding valuable lifeforms that see only by RADAR. (Of a type we cannot
imagine). ln this connection there have been reports of visions of dogs with blazing yellow
eyes near the centimetric installations of Cromer and Portland (high power) - a clear
warning of something to stay away."
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�th - the deeper impres�ions

happened at 10.30 am local time. A craft came on to the scene following electricity lines, (as

fawn in colour with stripes along sides and front; involving the message "terrible" and "mobile

clipped tone when describing the CE3, except when asked to say what the event meant,

Back to the mystery car I saw parked in the early hours of July

I got which may have caused me to get away from the scene qmckly were:
phones".

The

image

was

fixed

and

the

listening

dynamic

and

about car-stzed,

involved

a

formal

representation of their plight ----

UFOs often do) according to some of the witnesses.

The children all had that dutiful

many of them came forward with the same material about danger to the Earth due to the
fecklessness of humans, and in particular the environment and ecology seemed to bother

For
Ivan Sanderson has often written on the possibility of a UFO being a living creature.
h a creatu�e
this he had to endure years of derision. Then however on a Tasmanian
?
thts
was found which created such a cloud of dissent and obfuscation that the convtctton that
It was on March 6th 1974 when what was
was a major find was much strengthened.

b�c

that
discovered was described as a shape like an "inverted piepan" (Where have we heard
description before?). To the front was no head - just 5 slits; to the left and rig?t there ��re
4 slits (much like radar apertures for phased arrays) and at the back was a shghtly trathng
The skin was thick, much thicker than a mammal or sea
mantle with fibrous bristles.

them.
Editor:

Since we last discussed mobile phone problems in this column, the number of

receivers in circulation seems to have mushroomed beyond the total population of the UK!
Booster masts in their thousands sprout in the countryside, on church towers, high rise
buildings and even hidden in garage signs.

Specialist shops cater for every need and the

turnover of the main supplying companies measures in biJJions of pounds.

In other words

the technology is past the point of no return reaching levels of activity that smoking
achieved around the 1930-1950 period, when non-participants were considered oddballs!
The harm caused by this habit has now been fully realised, with indulgers forced to smoke

in
mammal, and was covered with fur, and was FAWN in colour. The slits are centimetric
of natural
dimension and spaced centimetres apart. At these frequencies there is plenty
stripes front
noise to sea or "hear" by - VERY SIMilAR TO THE CAR in size, colour, with

manufacturers are still reaching impressionable youngsters and exporting vast quantities

and side.

destroying hidden life forms with microwave/centimetric radiation as Michael suggests, will

A marine biologist stated that quite a few of these have been found in Tasmania over the
years, and they don't come up from the depths of the ocean. They fall down from the � ky.
A. R Haly of the Wool Research Unit said: "tests do not ALLOW us now to say what kin
of animal this is."

�

Mr Tracy of the Wheat Research Unit, CSIRO, stated: "the sample ts

mainly protein".

This fitted in with other tests showing that the sample contained a lot of
.
collagen, and meant that it was a tough animal skin like leather. The skin was found to be

% inch thick.
I also wrote in my prepared article: "Note there is a real danger in our money driven
.
urgency we will implement a form of standard technology that can cause harm to thmgs we
can barely comprehend or even imagine.
I say this as a technophile.

�

For example, beings that are INSIDE OU

- and

Rather than push transmitters up to the megawatt ran�e m order
.
to shout past the man made interference, we should transmit by new methods wtth far less
.
power and far more subtlety.
Particularly bad at the pre�ent time ar� the
ULSE
REPETITION frequencies in the ubiquitous mobile phones, whtch are very mtense mde� d.

�

By some means I still cannot comprehend, when on a train sitting 2 seats away from a se�al
mobile user, whenever he was dialled up it was recorded on the cassette tape I was playmg
on a personal tape player - a device with no recording circuits at all. Hence we can assume
that the radiated power of the handset must be very extreme to produce a recorded effect
on a player.

Is it the fact that these signals do NOT effect the total ecology of the Earth -

of course not!"
can
However given that untold harm is being done to the unknown, the question of how this
be averted is a very cogent one and perhaps some type of job undertaken at 2. levels.
.
seratonm
(1) By encouraging landline use rather than addictive handhelds. (May tngger

out in the street etc as smoking is banned in nearly all public buildings.
abroad to developing countries like China.

However the

Whether we are frying our own brains or

be irrelevant as "big business" is now setting the agenda.
DEGREE COURSE IN "ASTROBIOLOGY':

Students at Glamorgan, South Wales will be

the first to study for a degree in "Astrobiology", which, put another way, amounts to the
search for alien life. One wonders if there is enough material available to fill a 3 year course
and critics are already suggesting this is a waste of time, erosion of standards etc. No doubt
the graduates from it will end up making good accountants!
BUFORA TO CLOSE SUBSCRIPTIONS:

We have just been informed that our colleagues

at BUFORA (founded 1964) are to become an Internet based organisation and are
dispensing with their magazine and subscription, although a tariff to gain Internet access will
be announced at some future date.

The following is part of the text posted to members and

exchange groups:
"During the past few months, BUFORA has been considering its future, specifically the way
in which the organisation should proceed in view of the changing face of ufology itself.

No

doubt many of you are aware of these changes, or at least the sign of change being
increasingly exhibited by the phenomenon itself.

Aspects of this change include a noticeable

decline in the number of sightings, the attention of the media in relation to sundry groups
and organisations announcing or suggesting closure, and perhaps more importantly, a distinct
shift in emphasis on the part of ufological research itself towards the phenomenon.
Perhaps the less obvious are the changes in the way we share, report or otherwise pursue
our interests in the UFO subject. I.E, the Internet

This medium has been with us for so

long now that we tend to take it for granted (particularly the younger generation, who take it
in their collective stride).

BUFORA has largely kept abreast of this development, and like

most other ufological organisations, employs it as the principal means of dialogue with both

release in damaged parts of the brain).
By providing an even cheaper and much lower frequency system. (say autoslaved
(2)

its members and those likewise engaged in investigative research.

induction loops in buildings).

been maximised, either in content or as a means of extending its material to a wider

Finally, the following sighting of a UFO and 4 humanoids by 62 Zimbabwean schoolchildren
on September 16th 1994, might give a subtle m�ssa�e to �ccompany the above. At the
.
school, the Arial school near Ruwa, Zimbabwe, whtch IS a pnmary of 250 chtldren, the event

Having said this, however,

it has become increasingly obvious to us in the recent past that the BUFORA web site hasn't
audience. On this basis, it was decided that changes were perhaps overdue-----"
Should CIUFOR be heading the same way? Let us have your comments.
================================================
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UFO SIGHTINGS FROM EAST ANGLIA

By John Copsey (Norfolk member)

(1) July 1975, Saturday, 9 pm, weather clear, warm, no cloud:
A triangle sheped object sped towards Blakeney Point.
(2) White Light, Winter 1975-76:
Witness saw a bright light near St John's church at ??. Suddenly it shot to the left in the
direction of Homing.
(3) Sighting at Thetford, summer 1988, weather cool, dry; time about 9-10 pm.
.
Witness saw a large illuminated craft 4 times larger than the Moon. There was no notse.
(4) Sighting at Holt, July - August 1994:
Witness saw red, white and blue lights, size unknown. Witness suffered nausea and instant
migraines.
(5) February 1995, Marsham to Hevingham.
Triangular shaped UFO, beams shot down.
(6) Helsdon, March 27-30th, 1995.
Row of orange lights.
(7) Hoveton, May 29th, 1995:
Witnesses saw spirals of light.
(8) Bury St Edmunds, June 6th 1995, 11.50 pm to 1 2.05 am:
Four red lights in a row, size approx 800ft.
(9) Neatishead I Hoveton, 14th June 1 995, 9.50 pm:
Witness driving from Wroxham to Neatishead on A1151 saw two bright white/yellow lights.
(10) Area of Norfolk/Norwich hospital, 9th November 1 994, 6.15 am:
An arrangement of white circular lights in line of sight.
(11) Spooners Row, 11th January, 1995, 5.10 pm:
Two red lights seen, followed by two more in same direction.
(12) Near Norwich Airport, early February, year??, 5.50 am - 6.00 am:
Witnesses saw a large cigar shaped object, very slow with numerous lights.
(13) Colchester, February 1 995:
Unknown witnesses saw a large, saucer shaped object; also reported to Radio Orwell.
(14) Hoveton, Norfolk, winter 1976, 9.50 am:
Witness saw white lights.
( 1 5) Norwich, 17th March 1978:
Witnesses saw a light in the sky, which after a few minutes shot a beam of light at them and
then moved off.

(16) Dereham, Norfolk, 22nd December 1996, 5.30 am:
Witness saw a bright light in the sky, which after a few minutes shot a beam of light at them
and then moved off.
( 1 7) Dereham, Norfolk, November 24th, 1994:
Two witnesses saw a bright orange light.
FROM THE ARCHIVES

The following is a series of short essays which were compiled in 1958 under the general
heading: "WE ARE N OT AWNE IN THE UNIVERSE". It was prod uced in booklet form
by S.K Maitra of Banares Hindu University, India, and comes in to our archives via the
Clancarty Li brary. Our founder, Lord Clancarty/Brinsley Le poer Trench con tributed one
of the 6 essays and the infamous George Adamski kicked off the proceedings. Adamski was,
of course the most outspoken claiman t of alien contact in the 1950s and readers can now
decide looking thro ugh this material 50 years on - whether it was all "tosh" or had a grain of
tr uth. Th e other essays were con tributed by scholars at the Banares Hindu University of
which one is included.
Elsewhere we have found an old programme concerning proceedings for an even t organised
by the "In ternational Sky Scouts" - forerunner of Con tac t In ternational (1967). Some
information about the group was included and is reprod uced h ere. (Edi tor)

WE ARE NOT ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE: George Adamski, Star Route, Valley
Center, California, USA.
For the past 12 years the peoples of Earth have been alerted to strange craft moving
soundlessly overhead. Sometimes these ships have stopped to hover, hanging motionless in
the sky; sometimes they have performed fantastic manoeuvres before darting off at un
believable speeds. They have been sighted by reputable pilots, by laymen, by the military;
and have been tracked on radar screens around the world. No corner of our planet has
been neglected by � hese space travellers as they quietly observe us and the conditions
existing in our world. Yet, in spite of the fact that
innumerable photographs have been taken of these craft,
and that official files contain many authenticated reports,
to this day no government on Earth has acknowledged
their reality.
But I assure you that their are thousands of spacecraft
from other worlds moving through our atmosphere. I
have seen these ships. I have been inside them. I have
ridden into outer space in them, far beyond the fringe of
our atmosphere.
Why have you not seen them? Probably because you have
not cultivated the habit of raising your eyes to the heavens.
On the rare occasions when you do look skyward, do you
consciously search for these silent moving ships, or do you
merely stare blankly into the beauty of the heavens?
These ships vary in size and shape. Some are immense by our standards, others are quite
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On occasions they will approach close to Earth, sometimes landing; but their usual
procedure is to stay far out in our atmosphere, beyond the threat of our attack planes.
the
Because we on Earth live under a smothering blanket of fear, in many nations
seldom
appearance of an unidentified object sends jet planes soaring into the sky; so visitors
small.

come close any more.
Several years ago when world tensions were not so great, it was not so difficult for the ships
from other worlds to land in remote places on our planet

Thus, it was, after several reports

had come to me of landings in the deserts, that on November 20, 1952, in company with six
friends, I drove to one of the southern California deserts in the hope of getting a good
close-up photograph of one of these strange craft.

But even in my most fervent yearnings, I

had never dared anticipate an actual meeting with those that operate such ships.

Therefore,

you can imagine my humble gratitude, yet extreme elation when I first touched hands with a
human being from another planet
In the six year interim I have met many space travellers, have had the honour of visiting
inside their ships, and of being taken for rides into outer space.

During these trips I have

met men and women from Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune.

They have

all told me the same story, that their home-worlds are very like our own, with natural
conditions similar to those found on Earth.

Proof of the validity of this is the ease which

these people acclimate to our atmosphere.

They say that, contrary to the belief of our

scientists, while there are some differences in atmospheric conditions on other planets
(mostly due to pressure, depending on the planet's size) these are little more than we
experience between sea level and on a mountain several thousand feet high.

y man, the growing planets and systems exactly balance those

disintegrating.

hese are endless numbers of worlds supporting human life;

But amongst

some far below us in develop

ent, and yet others so far beyond our present understanding

that we cannot conceive their

ay of life.

The people on our neighbour

Our scientists have not yet visited other planets, not even our little moon.
statement that it is not possible to live on our neighbouring planets is nothing more than a
of
theory, and we know that the most profound theory of today is disproved by the fact
tomorrow. An excellent example of this is the theory once held regarding space. At one

distances between planets
time Earth's savants pronounced space to be a vast vacuum, with
·
to
so great that, should man ever attempt interplanetary travel, it would take generations
complete the journey.
We have long since discarded that theory, and today we are planning ships for outer space
travel, as our tiny man-made satellites, reaching ever further out into space, are contributing
new information that I had already published

From our deepest jungles to our loftiest mountain

peaks, tribal histories tell of the great ones coming from the skies to render aid and give
counsel to their earthbound brothers.

Man, it is said, was made in the image and likeness of the

Creator, and man is formed in His image, why should not mankind throughout the Cosmos
be the same? Why should we believe we stand alone?

Why have these ships not lan ed in your country? They have. Some time ago I received a
_
pubhshe report f a space ship landing somewhere in India; but the people were frightened
_
�nd
n mto �hetr houses, ba
ng the doors and covering their windows tightly. So, after

�

�

�

�

�

hngenng a whtl , the space shrp slowly departed without its occupants having the opportunity
to speak to a smgle person.

I know itis natural for people to fear the landing of such a

�trange craft, but I can assure
m any �ay the! can, but they

you� the space visitors need not be feared.

Some, I

have been told, are just reaching the place where they can support human life, while others
have passed that state and are slowly disintegrating back into space.
they were born, and into space they must return.

will never force themselves upon us.

they qwckly wtthdraw, for the

For from out of space

Since in Nature there is constant activity,

They will help us

In the presence of fear

are very alert to our feelings and recognise this emotion in

us.
I am not the only man to hav

met the space travellers, or who has been inside their ships.
Most have remained silent because of the

scepticism and ridicule that
uld be h�aped on them. But the time is approaching when
_
the people of Earth wtll awaken to reahty, when such experiences can be discussed openly
and freely; and those who are coming as friends will be so accepted.
extended hand of friendship t

�

For it is with the

at they visit us.

�

Th re are housands of these visitors living on Earth, in every country, but they rarely reveal
_
thetr tdenttty. However I can tell you this; although we are not aware of it, it has been
have destroyed our present

th��

a flaming war has been averted - a war that could easily
_
vthsation. Let us humbly pray in our hearts that their wise

counsel will continue to guide the destiny of our world through these troubled times.

� second _book, "Inside !he
Du � ng these meetmgs

shtps.

Venus. Thts I have passed
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Spa c e Ships", gives detailed accounts of my visits to the space

much information was given to me about their way of life on
to the peoples of Earth in the hope that these seeds may fall

on fertile soil.

�OT

ALONE by The Honourable Brinsley le Poer Trench, Editor, "Flying

Saucer Revt ew"

The spacecraft that are now Deing seen in our skies have been recorded throughout history

d

but it was not until June 24th 1947, that they first became front page news in the Unite

?

States and su sequently, in the rest of the world.
On that day, Kenneth Arnold, an
.
Ame can busmessman, was flying his own plane near Mount Rainier, in the State of

�

We know that our Earth was formed as are all planets, from the elements of space.

�

m want

WE ARE

All great philosophies teach of the One Universal Creator; and admonish men to look to the

d

personal greed by working together and sharing the products of their world so that no one is

M

Even through the ages, darting back as far into antiquity as men can trace, are found

We alone

They have learnt to respect one another as children of the Infinite, and have overcome

through their tireless efforts

accounts of these people visiting Earth.

g planets are more advanced than we on Earth.

in our system are still unable t.o travel outer space. Our neighbours, I have been tol , hav
_
long smce learnt to solve the
problems without resorting to the barbaric practice of war.

There have been many throu hout the world.
So their

Cosmos for understanding.

yet by a balance undreamt of

Washmgton, when he spotted nine gleaming objects

� �

�

speeding along at an estimated 1 200

�

miles an hour. He describ d hese obje ts afterwards to the press as being saucer-sha ed.
_
Thts was how the term flymg saucer arose, and thereafter the subject became an
international music hall joke.
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Pilots and other trained observers who reported seeing unidentified flying objects (UFOs) in
those early years were often subjected to considerable ridicule. Today, the subject is
.
becoming a little more respectable, and pilots who report UFOs are taken m muc � more
serious vein. It could be that the term "flying saucer" which many regarded as parttcularly
unfortunate, was a good one from the standpoint of introducing the most tremendous
happening of all time in a gradual light manner.
Since Arnold's sighting in 1 947, there have been literally thousands of spaceships over every
country in the world They have been tracked many times on radar screens. They have
been seen visually from both the ground and the air. They have been photographed. They
have been filmed.
Furthermore, many contacts have taken place between the occupants of the space sh �ps an�
selected people on this earth. the best known of these contacts is George Adamski. T �1s
.
now famous landing with a man from another world took place at Desert Centre, Cahfornta
on November 20, 1 952 and was fully described in the best selling book "Flying Saucers have
Landed" by Desmond Leslie and George Adamski. There were six witnesses to the event,
including Dr George Hunt Williamson who is lecturing in England this month.
Some startling new evidence has just come to light concerning this historic encounter. �hose
.
who read the book will recall how it was stated on p.210 that several planes, mcludmg a
B.36, had circled over the vicinity at the time. Flying Saucer Review, which I have t�e
honour to edit, now has on file photostat copies of two letters written by the U.S Air
Technical Intelligence Centre (ATIC) to one of our readers. The first letter, dated August
.
3rd, 1 956 states: "In response to your letter of July 18th, 1956, we are enclosmg a summary
of Project Bluebook Special Report No.l4 which was released in October, 1 955. The full
.
report statistically covers all reports up to that date, including a report by an Air Force
.
.
pilot on November 20, 1958, from the general vicinity of Desert Centre, Cahfomta...
Our reader then wrote for further information as to what was actually in that very important
UFO report, only to be told that it was not Air Force policy to disclose the contents of UFO
reports.
However the above information is the first time that the U.S Air Force has ever disclosed
that it did see something on that day at Desert Centre. And it certainly is another big step
towards confirming once and for all that famous meeting.
There have been many other contacts between those of other worlds and earthlings,
including many that have not hitherto been published. Some are undoubte�ly ho�es, but
.
the majority have a certain similar pattern running through them. The tlme ts commg when
it will be realised that Man extends throughout the Universe and that we have brothers on
many a far-flung galaxy. Man in the human form is universal, and this is but one of the
many forms we take on our march towards perfection.
Although the number of people who are taking flying saucers seriously is growing very �ast,
millions still either do not know of these space craft in our skies or treat the subject
flippantly. This state of affairs is chiefly due to the lack of official acknowledgment of our
space visitors from Government level.
In 1 953 a scientific panel met at the request of the US Government. They stated in their
findings, dated January 1 7th, 1953, that the saucers were not hostile. The report was not
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released until April 9th, 1 958, by the U.S Air Force. If the space visitors are friendly, then
why do the authorities not tell us about them officially? According to the above information,
they have known for five years that they are not hostile, so why could not the authorities
have spent that time educating public opinion to the concept of space visitors, if they were
afraid of breaking news of their existence at once? All that has happened is that the public
have had an extra large dose of horror films, dealing with invasions by Martians armed with
death rays. These terrifying science fiction films continue to be our form of education.
Space ships are of friendly intent towards us. They have been noted in our skies from
earliest times. There are records of them in the Vedas (they were called Vimans then); they
were known in ancient Egypt; the American Indians tell of them; there are records of them
in the Bible; there are numerous references to them in the journals of learned societies in
the nineteenth century. During all this time the space ships have never harmed us.
The coming of the space ships in increasing numbers at this critical period of our history
may have the most tremendous implications for mankind and for the future of our world.
Now too, that we are taking the initial steps towards journeying into outer space, people
everywhere are fast becoming more space-conscious, and our space visitors are also
intensifying their visits to us. These two facts may be inter-related.
Yes, it is indeed a comforting thought to realise that Man on Earth is not alone in the
Universe. We have friends and neighbours in space.
THE GREATEST EVENT OF THE PRESENT CENTURY by S.K. Mai tra, Banaras
Hindu University.

Undoubtedly the greatest event of the present century, if not of all centuries, is the
appearance of spacecraft from other worlds. It far eclipses every other event in importance
and in its possibilities for the human race. In fact, it is not possible to exaggerate its
significance for us human beings, as it heralds the advent of a New Age.
Yes, it heralds a New Age which will completely transform our present human civilisation.
So revolutionary will be the changes that will come with it in the structure of our human
society, that it is impossible for us to envisage them. We can only say that it will cause such
a radical transformation of the conditions of our life as has never been witnessed in our
history.
For it will transform us from our present position as Earthly men into Cosmic Men. this
transformation is a necessity for us if we are to survive. Our present position, thanks to the
hydrogen bomb and the nuclear tests and worldwide tension, has become so bad and is
deteriorating so fast, that unless some radical change occurs, we are doomed. The hydrogen
bomb and the nuclear tests are a warning to us unless we mend our ways thoroughly, the
entire human race is going to be exterminated.
But the great Indian sage and philosopher, Sri Aurobindo, has emphatically declared that the
human race is destined not to die. The present gloomy conditions are, as he has clearly
pointed out, only an indication that one stage of man's evolution is going to end in order to
usher in another and a higher stage. They are to be looked on as the birth pangs of a New
Age. It is necessary that we should with all our mind and all our soul welcome these signs
which are proclaiming the advent of a far more glorious age than the present one.
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The strange spacecraft that have been seen by thousands of people and in thou�nds of
different places, and some of which have also been seen to land, carry with them a message

Government intended to do."

of our deliverance. They tell us that our destiny is not to remain earth-bound, but that there

There have been other similar instances where British Ministers have given such vague and

are vaster worlds beyond our own, of which we are also citizens and where we are destined
to play our part.
destiny.

And it is only when we realise our cosmic self that we can fulfil our
_
Not only so, but even our earthly problems we can only solve when we nse to the

cosmic level, just as it is only when we ascend the top of the mountain that we can clearly
see everything in the valley, which we cannot do when we ourselves are in it.

�

employed to hide from us these signs of the dawning of a new Age �hich will eliver � s
from the evils of the present one. What a colossal folly! What a ternble perverstty! It ts
·SO

far protested against this

policy of the Governments.

Not only have they not protested, but the� have in many cases
taken an active part in this campaign of suppression of news relatmg to these strange

spacecraft.

There are, of course, notable exceptions.

All honour to them for their

courageous stand against their own Governments and �lso against their own collea� es. B � t
unfortunately, their number is very small, compared wtth that of those who are helpmg thetr
Governments in this hush-hush policy.

The general public also, and especially, our

legislators, the chosen representatives of our people in the legislative bodies, have a
perform in this matter, which, I regret to say they have so far neglected.

�uty to

If they wtth one

voice had demanded that all facts in the possession of their respective Governments should
be made public, no Government on Earth could have ignored such a command.
As an example of how the public are systematically deluded by the authorities about the
given by the Under-Secretary of State for Air in the British House of Commons, as recorded
in the current (July-August) number of the "Flying Saucer Review", when a member asked
the Government about the number and nature of the strange objects that had been seen
I quote below verbatim

the account as given by the FSR

instances of unidentified flying objects have been reported in the last 12 months, and what
steps were taken to co-ordinate such observations?"
"Reports of 54

unidentified flying objects have been received in the last 1 2 months. Such co-ordination as is
necessary is undertaken by the Air Ministry.

Most of the objects turn out to be meteors,

balloons or aircraft. Satellites have also accounted for a number of recent reports." '
I quote also the remarks of the Editor of this Review on the answer given by the British
Minister, which I fully endorse:
As Captain Ferreira would say, 'Don't give me that old

(See "Air Force Pilots spend 40 minutes with Saucers" - last issue.)

that in a couple of weeks or less.

the first point

Flying Saucer Review gets

The second point shows that the answer is incomplete and

Mr Orr-Ewing says "most of the objects" turned out to be ballooney. If, say, only 5

objects out of 54 turned out to be unknown, then Mr Chetwynd's question is more than
justified.

not only had he seen a flying saucer but had seen its crew and had a joy ride in it.
report of this

case

A full

is given in "Flying Saucer Review" for May-June 1 958 and a summary of it

has appeared in the current (July-August) number of this Review.
But why all this secrecy?

Why this desperate attempt to hide the fact that spacecraft from

other worlds have come and are still coming in large numbers to our planet? Is it to conceal
the fact that there are beings more advanced than ourselves in the universe?

But why

should we be ashamed at this? Is it not part of wisdom to acknowledge this fact and try to
establish contact with these superior beings who are coming from other worlds?

silence. There is practically a complete blackout of all news concerning these strange objects
that are seen in our skies.
It is high time steps are taken to stop this. There should be ufological conferences in every
country for not only collecting information about these strange spacecraft but also devising
ways and means of establishing contact with them.

To these conferences, not only scientists

and technicians, but persons in other walks of life should be invited.

There should be held

Washington.

One of the objects of such a Congress will be to establish an International

Ufological Institute to make researches on all matters connected with Ufology, such as the
possiblity of controlling gravity, the method of propulsion of flying saucers and space ships,
request the UNO to provide the necessary funds for such an Institute, for there can be no
doubt that such an Institute is a fit object for receiving financial assistance from the UNO.
If, however the UNO refuses to give financial assistance, then efforts will have to be made to
get the necessary funds from other organisations.
These are some of the suggestions that occur to me

for bringing the significance of the

great event which at present passes almost unnoticed, to an increasingly large number of
people on our globe, and thus slowly but surely removing the scepticism concerning it which

to note is that they had only 54 reports in the last 1 2 months.
useless.

But worse things than these have happened in America, where a man was at first tortured in
a police station and later sent to a mental hospital for refusing to recant his statement - that

possibility of communicating with our sister planets, etc. An attempt should also be made to

'Mr Charles I. Orr-Ewing, Under-Secretary of State for Air, replied:

return.'

May-June 1 957 under the title "The Wardle Mystery".

an International Ufological Congress at some central place like New Delhi or London or

'On June lOth, Mr Chetwynd asked a question in the House of Commons: "How many

"What an absurd and vague reply!

relating to the strange spacecraft seen at Wardle, near Rochdale, Lancashire, the British
Under-Secretary for War described them as toy balloons released by a laundry mechanic!

The press in our country also, I am sorry to say, seems to have joined in this conspiracy of

nature of the strange spacecraft that are seen in our skies, may be mentioned the answer

moving in the sky by so many people at so many different places.

One

The whole incident has been described in great detail in "Flying Saucer Review" for

But unfortunately, the whole machinery of practically all the Governments on our planet is

also extremely regrettable that our men of science have not

misleading answers to questions concerning flying saucers put to them by members.

such occurred on the 20th March 1 957, when, in reply to the question put by Mr Leavey,

As it is, the Under-Secretary's answer tells us nothing.

This, of course, is what the

is still prevalent and which is one of the saddest features of our life at present
There is another aspect of this matter.

If we show an increasing eagerness to contact the

flying saucers and their crew, they, on . their part, will be more eager than they are at present
to meet us, and thus we may hope to accelerate the advent of that Great Day when contact
with our sister planets and also with the stellar world will be easy as contact with different
parts of our globe is at the present moment.
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THE INTERNATIONAL SKY SCOUTS ASSOCIATION (UK):

The idea for a
worldwide flying saucer organisation, primarily for young people, was first started in Japan
by the Cosmic Brotherhood Association (C.B.A), who gave it the rather cumbersome name
of "International Committee of. Flying Saucer for Junior". They asked the noted British
UFO author, Brinsley Le Poer Trench, to be the International Chairman. He accepted the
post and soon changed the organisation's name to the present one - the "International Sky
Scouts" - which he felt was more in keeping with the Space Age.
However, as far as this country is concerned, I.S.S started on March 6th, 1966, at the
Working Committee meeting held in London. The most important thing that was decided
was that we should have an English Association of Sky Scouts, and that other countries
should form similar groups, and so the English Association, although connected with other
groups in other countries, is an organisation in its own right.
Brinsley Le Poer Trench, our International Chairman, visited Japan where the I.S.S was
founded. He was given a remarkable welcome by the Japanese and gave several talks,
including one on June 24th, 1966, from the top of the "Sun Pyramid", which the Japanese
built on a site, where according to legend, a space being landed aeons ago to teach them
agriculture and sun worship. The talk was well attended, and the audience included many
foreign ambassadors to Japan.

We are never completely certain if all formations are genuine and we know of 3 additional
formations made by the professional hoaxers, "Team Satan". A couple of these were done to
advertise the London 2012 Olympic bid, and a very authentic looking set of Olympic rings
was splashed across the front page of the Sun newspaper in June stating "aliens were
assisting the 2012 London Olympic bid" Thankyou aliens - we won it! A further effort was
made for David Dimbleby's, BBC 1 TV, sentimental tour of Britain programme - as part of
his appreciation of West Country folklore. This was believed to have been constructed near
to the village of Farnborough between Wantage and Newbury, Berks, but CIUFOR was
unable to find it.
U.K FORMATIONS
COUNTIES
32 DORSET 1
WILTS
OXON
13 YORKS
1
HANTS
1
7 LINCS
5 HERTS
SUSSEX
1
KENT
5 ESSEX
1
SOM'SET 2 WARWICK 1
BUCKS
2 SCOTlAND 1

MONTHS
APRIL 4
MAY
5
19
JUNE
31
JULY
14
AUG

73

OVERSEAS FORMATIONS
The first I.S.S (U.K) organised sky-watch was at Warminster, over the Easter week-end 1966,
and this watch is reported in Arthur Shuttlewood's book, "The Warminster Mystery" (p.183).
We also investigated many of the "ley" points around Warminster which is the site of a 13-ley
centre. (For an explanation of leys, see The Sky Scouts Handbook. published by I.S.S.
(U.K). )
Since then the I.S.S has held many sky-watches in its various areas, some successful as far as
sightings go, others not.
Jimmy Goddard.
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =

SIGNS IN THE FIELDS - 26TH YEAR, CROP CIRCLE R EPORT 2005

by Geoff Ambler
The UK, 2005, season ran from April 17th to August 21st in which period 73
circles/formations were reported to the crop circle connector website or to CIUFOR On
the same basis as 2004, numbers look to have increased by 10 or about 16% - the first
increase for 3 years. An earlier start to the season looks to have affected the numbers, but
again August activity was less than in some years.
Distribution of the formations was similar to previous patterns with the majority in Wiltshire,
although less than half this year. The biggest surprise was a large increase in Oxfordshire
from 4 in 2004 to 13 formations giving a season of quality not seen since 1994. Elsewhere
numbers were down in Sussex but slightly greater in Hampshire, while a few more counties
mostly in the south of England had at least one formation, and the phenomenon reached
Scotland in August with a formation in Fife. There were 85 reported circles in overseas
countries with good numbers in Germany and Italy. No doubt this list is incomplete and
some of the photographs seen look "suspicious".

GERMANY
ITALY
POlAND
HOLLAND
USA
SWEDEN
BELGIUM

25
17
9
8
8
3
3

SWITZ
CZECH
SLOVENIA
MEXICO
RUSSIA
AUSTRIA

2
1

1
1
1
1
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PRESS VERSUS "PEOPLE POWER": Inspite of the demise of various crop circle study
groups ( the latest being the Centre for Crop Circle Studies, CCCS ) it is apparent from
field visits and general observations there are a lot more people following the crop circle
scene than one might expect.
Comments in the press where they have published
photographs or articles nearly always end up by rubbishing the subject, but clearly "people
power" has other ideas.
The Daily Mail published a fine set of crop circle photographs on July 15th as they do every
year, but ended by · stating: "Once thought to be the work of aliens, but now known to be
intricate works of human art designed using computer technology." The Oxford Mail on July
23rd photographed. CIUFOR's Mike Soper (leaning) at a very large Garsington formation,
concluded: "According to crop circle experts about 20% are caused by the Earth's magnetic
field and the rest are man-made." It is not clear who these papers are quoting and it is quite
likely their writers have never visited a crop circle!
In the local Oxfordshire hot-spot around Garsington village ( 3 miles E of Oxford ) - 3 miles
from the writers home - most of the 2005 formations have been reported on the Internet by
persons not known to CIUFOR (or else they are using false names). As several of these
circles were well hidden away, there is clearly considerable covert observation going on and
quite frequently as events are being reported the day they occur. On the occasions one
meets some of these people they state they happened to be just passing and by chance saw
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the circles and went to investigate.

For instance a fresh faced student type was seen i n the

same field as the grass circles at the end of May just south of Garsington church.
claimed to have strayed from the official path and was lost

He

He seemed to be unaware of

crop circles. Just 6 weeks later the same person was present at a new 350 ft giant formation
in the field below. and told me he just happened to be cycling past and decided to have a
look.

( We will exclude the possibility that this chap was involved with making any of these

circles!)

and 4 in wheat
Details of the early formation in rape were reported in the last magazine.
formation was spotted from the air in early May just north of Garsington.
spiral and looked to be filling in so no ground visit was made.

Another rape

This was a basic

Two grass designs consisting

of a pair of linked circles joined to a crescent; and later an unknown shape possibly
resembling an atomic symbol were in an ungrazed pasture field just below Garsington church
appearing in late May.

Although suspicious that these were not obvious viewing and in

grass, the verdict was that they were authentic.

A well hidden streaky barley formation was

spotted in a field next to the road leading to Toot Baldon, dating probably from early June.
Then 3 large and very well designed formations in wheat arrived within a 5 day period
1 1 th-1 5th July.

These were a complex figure of "8" or infinity shape tucked away in a field

south of the 8480.

This was estimated to be 1 65ft long.

The biggest ever formation in the

Garsington area was just across the main road and clearly visible from the infinity sign.

This

consisted of 4, 70ft diameter circles; one central 55ft circle and 8 linking rings with ovoid
pathways in between.

The whole measured 340ft down the axis and covered about 2 acres.

The third formation was reported from an overtlight and it was not possible to see it from
any road.

It was further to the NE and very close to the hamlet

of Denton.

This turned

out to be a "thought bubble" with decreasing sized circles rolling down a gentle slope.

The

largest circle was of standard form and 75ft diameter, but the other components had strange
design features, best seen in the iUustrations.

A further smaller formation appeared in this

field about 10 days later and at the same time we found the second feature on the original
had been converted from a ringed spiral to a standard swirled circle.

All the Garsington

area circles look to have formed in a half mile wide band running NE - SW from
Denton-Garsington-Marsh Baldon and this is shown on the illustration.

MI KE SOPER

(leaning!)

AT GARSI NGTON GIANT FORMATION, J U LY

Another strange co-incidence, maybe, is a noticeable number of FRENCH people visiting
formations.
itself.

This is surprising as there have been very few formations reported from France

A party of 3 turned up at the huge Garsington formation mentioned above, and as

CIUFOR investigators were looking at formations in the East Field at Alton Barnes, a pair
of young French men who were seen leaving the field, turned back and started to quiz us in
French before reverting to stumbling English.
knowledge of what was before them.

They were overwhelming in their pursuit of

Later in August a carload of French came speeding up

the narrow country lane leading to Weyland Smithy, Oxon, where an enormous complex
formation had arrived a few days previously.

They too seemed desperate to find the circles

and actually drove down the rough Ridgeway track after receiving instructions from my wife

The second area of Oxfordshire activity were 2 excellent formations between the villages of
Chalgrove and Cuxham north of the 8480.

There followed a very large (c 500 ft across) systems of spirals linking to a central circle
arriving on July 22nd less than a mile west of the earlier event. The many thousands of feet
of unwinding pathways were of absolutely perfect symmetry when viewed from the air.
The final pair of truly momentous events near White Horse Hill, Uffington were 300-350ft
diameter circles containing detail of unbelievable complexity which are open to many
interpretations.

There is a strong resemblance to the "Mayan Calendar" design at Silbury

Hill in August 2004.

Facts such as these only become apparent from actively being out in the fields and ignoring

history going back 5000 years?
Lets hope for more great events in Oxfordshire in 2006!

After some very lean years at the turn of the century,
Most of these were

worthy of note so this year there are plenty of good photographs with several formations
matching the quality seen in Wiltshire.

The latter was found close to the West Kennett longbarrow whilst the

2005 Oxfordshire Mandalas are next to the Weyland Smithy longbarrow associating with

waffle spouted in newspapers and on the Internet!

2005 saw activity shoot up in the county to 13 formations at 3 locations.

The first

The design was a beautifully symmetrical mix of circles and crescents in very green wheat.

and I who had returned to our car having walked back from the location.

OXFORDSHIRE REPORT 2005:

This area last featured circles in 1993.

arrived on June 27th halfway up Easington Hill and this could just be seen from the road.

As usual with the subject we have no idea why 2005

has been so profilic when the average has been about 3 formations per year over the
previous 5 years. The area around Garsington village was active throughout the season with
9 formations found from April to late July.

This particular spot is quite often the only place

where crop circles are found in the county.

Most years formations have appeared in wheat

only in July and August, but this year there were 2 in rapeseed, 2 in wild pasture, 1 in barley

W ILTSHIRE REPORT:

Most of the 32 Wiltshire formations were found close to Avebury

village so they looked well trodden by the time of a CIUFOR visit.
Alton Barnes was also busy.

Another area near

The famous East Field experienced 3 formations, the first

exhibiting superb geometrical perfection; the second, a slightly inaccurate line of circles; and
the third a late arrival which looked like a scarab beetle.

It appears the Carson family who

run the field now report their own formations on the Internet!

The characteristics of

different formations imply that a number of different makers are operating in the same area,
but the question remains - who/what are the makers? The Wiltshire formations were
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found close to the A4 road from Beckhampton to Savemake Forest. A pair of highly
technical designs were also found near to the town of Aldboume in late July and a few
others were found scattered more randomly. The area around Stonehenge, Westbury and
Warminster now seems to be devoid of circles.

In conclusion to the years activity, listed below are a large number of reasons why this is
phenomenon is R AL - evidence gathered over 17 years of research.

( 1 ) The circles have appeared continuously over 26 years (or longer according to some).
Nowadays jobs, marriages and fashion trends all fail miserably in comparison.

Focusing on a simple design that epitomises intelligence at work, a set of three circles in
triplet form were seen at Rockley Down on the back road between Marlborough and
Hackpen Hill. The field had an entirely open view for once. A slice cut into each circle
formed a perfect equilateral triangle with non-flattened wheat.

(2) The circles are found in countries all over the world where there are field crops being
produced.
(3) The only viable explanation beyond the "paranormal" is that they are all man-made.
The exposure in 1991 that elderly hoaxers "Doug and Dave" were the "circlemakers" proved
to be total nonsense with more formations year after year following, although any
demonstration by the aforementioned has been given top priority by debunkers in the press.
It is agreed that hoaxers are still around, but where there are events taking place the urge to
copy becomes overwhelming!
(4) There are no trails left in the fields where circles have appeared in US and Canada. In
those countries crops are sprayed from the air over vast fields, so there are no tractor lines
for would-be hoaxers to utilise.

ADVANC ED G EOMETRY - ALTON BARN ES
SIMPLE G EOMETRY - ROCKLEY DOWN
Anecdotes relating to moving lights or other objects hovering around crops now seem to be
in short supply, but the following account was reported on the weirdwiltshire website.
Marlborough artist and songwriter, Mike Booth took photographs of 3 white metallic objects
folding over the tops of the crop as he viewed from the road adjacent to West Woods
between Lockeridge and Alton Bames. The date was June 23rd at 6.30 pm as he was cycling
past.
Mr Booth's report was as follows: "I stopped instantly to concentrate on what I was looking
at, such was my surprise. The 3 objects or craft were like nothing I have ever seen before.
They were of a white metallic colour, somewhat oblong in width and length and domed on
the upper surface with smooth contours and no edges."
He said 2 of the objects were moving slowly through the wheat and down the slope of the
field leaving a trail behind them. "The size must have been about 4 foot across, with about
2-3 feet showing above the crop. All 3 objects looked as if they had some sort of purpose. I
sat there on my bike and considered the possibilities - scientific crop research, spraying
equipment, people playing around. No, none of it. No farmer would break the wheat down
where there were already tractor tracks through the crop for them to operate in."

(5) Circles are created by an unknown energy source which leaves its signature above the
crop. Its presence can be demonstrated by dowsing rods or felt on the fingers if the
formation is very recent.
(6) A small number of rapeseed formations appear each year. This crop is almost
impossible to flatten by mechanical means and the strong odour of the flowers rather
off-putting.
(7) Cameras and technical equipment often jam inside a circle under the influence of the
energy. Once outside they often recover. Batteries are drained.

(8) Visitors to circles sometimes feel ill or claim miraculous healings.

The effect varies
within a formation. As this has never occurred to the writer or colleagues the impression
may be subjective or a form of placebo.
(9) After the circle has formed the stems are unbroken - not likely through rolling or
trampling. Nodes on the stem have exploded indicating excessive heat has built up.
(10) Seeds from plants inside circles germinate at a faster rate which has been shown
scientifically by Levengood{falbot in the USA. This effect also causes "ghost" formations to
appear on the site the following year.
(1 1 ) Where a field has been ploughed, the soil on which a formation was laid shows a
distinct change in colour when viewed with the Sun at the right angle.

He said he was given the feeling that the objects were aware of his presence, but something
stopped him trying to get closer. "Despite the urge to do so, every time I considered
walking up the field something inside me told me - no" he said. Two days later he learnt
that a crop circle had appeared in the same field about 100 yards away.

(12) On the rare occasions that snow has fallen in the south of England, the shape of an old
crop formation has been etched out presumably because where residual energy is present the
snow has melted.

( The field Mr Booth was observing off�rs . a cdmpletely open view from the road up to the
woods, and a misidentification would seem unlikely).

( 1 3) Inspite of various claims mainly sponsored by supporters of a natural phenomenon
explanation, nobody sees it happen. Down amongst the popular fields in Wiltshire observers

PARANORMAL PROOF?
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are often o u t a l l night, b u t only spot a new formation a t first light

by

The 1 996 video may be
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rnie Sears, S U FOG

the only time that the forming o f a circle has been recorded, although the provenance of this
has been severely tested.

With what we know it seems likely that the birth of a circle occurs

silently and W ITH IN 5 SECONDS.

where the activity has taken place.
are hoaxed why are

there

Sometimes there may be balls o f light seen close to

Of course if all 70 odd fo rmations in the

never incomplete ones

found?

UK

Only a small

each year

number of

commercial designs are arranged with the consent of the farmer, so the great majority are
done by "vandals" in the dark who stand a chance of getting caught in the act.
( 1 4)

There are too many tapes o f these available to suppose thay are

not connected with the production of crop circles.

(15)

June! Struggling somewhat with what looks like magic to date ! Speaking of
magic . . . . . here goes.

A series of incidents in June, while not totally unusual. .as you' ll know SUFOG. ,.the

Strange golf ball size luminosities have been recorded moving through the crops and

darting off at great speed.

�

Tho ght you might find space for this amazing item next issue . . . also will give me

some more practice with my new updated PC which was an 8 1 st birthday present in

Applying logic to o ne of the most significant formations in recent years - that of the

409 circles which appeared high on the Pewsey downs in 200 1 . To obtain the symmetry seen

Southampton UFO group, of which fm still PRO, has added the "Paranormal" title to

its format since this seems a natural progression . . . .. no doubt you' l l agree. During

June I had a couple of "disturbed" nights, the first of which I dreamt (?) I was sat up
in bed and was having something done to my chest., during which I expectorated

something that shot out like a projectile towards my chest of drawers .In the morning I

looked across to said furniture to see two blobs of red stuck to the top drawer

.Curious, I got up and walked across the two or three feet to where I found what

here the formation would have required something like 2 days or longer to survey in

seemed to be blood surrounded by a short of gel.. Having been in a family afflicted

thus exposing hoaxers to daylight and the probability of being caught by the farmer who had

first wife die in 1 94 7 with the disease I

daylight. Allowing just 5 minutes to make each circle it would still take 34 hours to complete
not given consent to have half his field flattened!
was

On top of this the night o f August 1 2-13

wet and there was no light of any sort at this location being 2 miles from the nearest

made up road and village.
( 1 6)

with tuberculosis during the last war although not having it myself and having my

was a trifle alarmed, but decided to wait and

se if it happened again .It didn't.. Yet I had this strange . . . although not

unique . . . feeling of someone having been in my bedroom. A week or so later I

discovered two "puncture marks" on my upper left leg. About an inch or so apart, I
couldn't recall having them there the previous day.

Finally from a personal observation, back in 1 99 1 I drove out in the middle o f the

night to see if there were any visible effects around several "celtic cross" type formations

which had arrived i n the Chiltern area of Bucks.

Arriving at a location near Butler's Cross

at 03.00, I watched the field fo r barely 5 minutes when suddenly a large van came roaring up
the road and hoards of police leapt out and demanded identification.

I explained what

I was

doing there and they checked the car number on the national computer which satisfied them

and I was able to continue.

After a while I realised the field in question backed on to the

Chequers estate - the country retreat of the PM, and it was bristling with security.

No doubt

My

mind flashed back to an

abductee story where the person had seen a double barrelled " syringe"

coming towards them that had two vicious looking thicker than usual needles

Apprehensive, he asked the "alien", if it would hurt and

was

assured it would not.

And it didn't as it penetrated his body. I displayed my marks to vario_us people who
are

UFO orientated . . . . . including Steve my S U FOG group leader.

Managed to get a Polaroid photo of the marks as they gradually lessened

. . . . . a print was published in the Rapport magazine of the Ken Phillips Witness

Support Group, London based, which I write a column for. Waiting for the print to

my car had been picked up on radar and the chances of a team of hoaxers managing to

come back I will send it to you although the punctures were four days or so old by the

Acknowlegements: Particular thanks to Ellis Taylor tor tracking and flying over the earlier
Garsington formations; Dr Andrew King for his flying time over Garsington and Chalgrove
formations and producing splendid photographs.
Also invaluable information from
www. cropcirclercsearch.com and www.partyvibc.com/archaic/crop/index. html (Oxon site).

bedroom door clicking to and fro on a night previous . . . oddly . . . or maybe not. . .

complete the formation in that field would have been rather low!

time I got a film for my Polaroid .. Another aspect of this was I recalled hearing my

================================================

MACK

CASE RESOLV ED:

jailed fo r 1 5 months.

The driver who ran over the world-renowned

his days in this way!

Raymond Czechowski, 52, of Elstree, Herts, was

This person is unknown to C I U FOR so it most unlikely that there is

any conspi racy involved.

How tragic for such a talent and contributor to Ufology should end

(Source: The Times, Sat 8th Oct, 2005).

.V E N U S PROBE IMMINENT:

to look around my flat and intending to shut the door. It clicked shut as I got out of

bed. Again, I had this uneasy feeling.

abductee investigator and hypnotherapist etc Dr. John E. Mack . . . although I seemed

to be the only member who had taped it several others knew about it. Putting the tape
in my recorder I" d brought along, Steve had plugged it in, and I adj usted it for

volume and clarity. We sat in silence as the programme rolled on. This was the ftrst

time I"d actually heard it as I had the sound switched off on the actual programme

being occupied elsewhere. Oddly, I heard little of our public broadcast! The recorder

was right next to me ,I had my essential hearing aid on ,yet it seemed muffled.

My mind was behaving as it does sometimes. Detached from normality. Some of you

"Venus Express", a European Space Agency venture will

blast off from Kazakhstan on a soyuz rocket on October 26th, l)opefully.

day or two

sleep with my door open at all by the way . I actually got up that night

an audiotape of the Radio Four programme from the 8th June that was on well known

psych iatrist, John Mack, on September 27th, 2004, in the Totteridge area of north London
has been fo und guilty of drink driving.

later. I don t

OK . . . .I showed the marks at the 1 5th June SUFOG meeting. Where I had taken along

lATE NEWS
JOHN E.

. I had firmly shut the door that night but didn't notice the marks until a

Th� mission will

analyse the hothouse atmosphere there and map the unseen surface with a special camera
which uses infrared and ultraviolet �ave lengths to "see" through the clouds to the surface.

================================================

will know I' m a post abduction "healer" . . . . registered with the National Federation o f
Spiritual Healers in 1 982 following the "gift" being literally dropped in m y lap i n
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been painful or sore .. it was not! No idea of where or when it had been done!

1 978 after three almost consecutive "encounters" earlier that year over my then
Southampton home. My then wife as a witness, and apparently (although . I was
UNABLE to recall this. until a few years ago when she asked how my "book" was
going.I told her 'up to those Southampton experiences!' .To which she said, very
firmly, I don't want to talk about that.' I suddenly realised she had been suffering
nightmares ever since then . . . always the same . . being in a 'big room· where there
were a lot of people she did not know! I had kept in touch with her and her mother on
and off ever since our divorce in

1 982.)

When she said what she said I offered her help with those "nightmares".No way. A
flat refusal then and since. I would add that the LAST of those three encounters was

the one in which I. and . . . obviously HER, were ''taken" Mine have never been

I had

better stop there, I think. Getting into the fields of that other reality, the links
between that "other world" which I now believe are shared by different beings who
have mastered some very very advanced "science" for want of a better word, on a
path that we have somehow strayed off
Ernie Sears

EDITOR: The strangest things happen when in a sleep state o r semi-consciousness. I am
plagued with a self-mutilation syndrome. Somehow I am scratching the top of my nose with
a sharp finger nail leading to a particularly nasty looking mark there which takes 2 weeks to
heal up. Although pretty well asleep, I am just aware of doing this deed Why should it be
so ? There is no irritation present or pain - something in the subconscious mind has
programmed the activity which occurs about once a year.

remembered traumatically. Hers were)
OK. .if s all relevant to that June 1 5th meeting! During the tape on John Mack
someone tapped me on the knee! Asked "were you asleep?' . NO . .I WAS NOT! I was
SURE of that! But I had little or no knowledge of what had been broadcast. The rest
of that evening passed with a members non-stop recitation of his "ghost" encounters!
We packed up. I asked Steve where was my tape and he said it was still in the
machine as all he 'd done was unplugged it. OK.
Next morning a group member had called in for a coffee and chat. We discussed the
evening as usual .. Reminded me I had not put the tape back in it 's case. I plugged in
the recorder, opened it up . . . .so WHERE was the tape? Tried both
apertures . . . NOTIDNG. ! My friend felt around inside . . . . . still NOTHING! I
remembered my strange "other reality" feeling. I had to wait all day ui:Itil Steve had
come home from work .He was astounded. ! NO, he had not touched the

tape . .j ust

unplugged the machine.
Two weeks later I've been in touch with Radio Four . . . we need a copy . . . I NEED A
COPY since I KNEW there was something on it that was IMPORTANT We are in
discussion with the Radio authorities as well as the national media although we are
aware of where their current interests lie.
Steve located a member somewhere who had a copy .He brought it over. We
discussed the situation. He is aware of my experiences since childhood .. Of life after
death. Of the efforts of those who have passed on to send the KNOWLEDGE and
much much

more to those here .. You who may have heard my occasional talks,
sometimes on radio and TV will know of my "encounters" .. with not only U�Os and
their occupants but with "ghosts" ,those who have passed on, . . . even my "dead" wife
who "died" in

1 947 and re-appeared in broad daylight in 1 982.1 am no longer

somewhat "careful" of speaking or writing about such things to the general public. So
I await the next move in the mystery of the missing tape. I have now listened to John
Mack and his abductees, etc, who all speak THE TRUTH. I can relate to ALL they
say . One young lady bemoans the apparent vanishing of the phenomena.
I can assure her ''they'' are still here ! For instance . . . and I write this on July the

1 3 th . .

.

following the foregoing events must not forget the strange circle of

"pinpricks" on my upper left arm that I suddenly discovered and displayed to two
friends. About three inches across, it had a ''tail" of three

pinpricks. SHOULD have

A t this point I would like to recall my most "paranormal" experience which occurred on May
23rd 1997, at about 3. 1 5 am. Sleeping normally with my wife suddenly there came a most
incredible banshee wailing sound which awoke both of us simultaneously. At the point at
which we were fully conscious the noise ceased. Thinking somebody was trying to steal the
car, I rushed outside but in the morning twilight there was total silence and no sign of
anybody. Later in the day we enquired of the neighbours if they had heard the sound, but a
negative response was notified. (The recent howling of a fox in the road outside again woke
us and WAS heard by our nearest neighbour).
Around 5pm and nothing else had happened. Then on returning to the bedroom I suddenly
noticed a tissue box beside the bed had a pile of powdered loose material on the top. This,
in fact was tissue that had been subject to some unknown process and was giving off a
detectable amount of heat energy - my dowsing needle went ballistic! This was collected up
and stored in a tin and although many samples have been sent to interested parties, no
explanation of where the energy comes from has been forthcoming. In fact, what remains
of the material 8 years on is still bursting with heat and dowses strongly.
In the following days more typical poltergeist activity was observed in the house nith locked
doors coming open and the eat's biscuits being arranged in a spiral on the floor! Within a
week all activity ceased and has never returned, but the energy rich particles of tissue are
still with us as a lasting reminder of that day in 1997.
There was a period 7-8 years ago where two separate houses at which CIUFOR held routine
meetings at the time were visited by "apports". In some of the more elaborate stories one
reads, gold coins and silver candlesticks can be teleported to certain locations especially
where seances are taking place. But in our case the objects were merely smooth pebbles
which mysteriously appeared in the centre of the main living room on the floor. The house
owners certainly did not have builders working on the premises at the time who might have
accidently scattered rubble around, and the only other explanation that some idiot had
thrown a pebble through the letter box was again ruled out as the location was at least 10
feet away and not in line with front door in either case.
On examining the second of these apports, a detectable energy field was dowsed by myself
although the smooth pebble was not crystalline and should not have been able to store
energy at all. Thinking about it, I concluded maybe the energy was meant for somebody in
the house and placing it over the head of the person I thought likely - it was absorbed!
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(Our regular update from higher planes follows!)
Dear Geoff et al,

Dear Editor,

You know you are probably my best friends on this planet.

(Received via e-m;li/)

This was on the 1 7th November 1 997 that I have discovered a disc-shaped object with 5
feathers, on the mountain of Mokuri between Kai nantu and Henganofi, Goraka, Eastern
Highlands Province, Papua New Guinea.

aircraft, bright star or planet, meteor, artificial satellite, bird or atmospheric and electrical
the sky.

some interesting ideas.

It's quite lonely with everyone

Well, I still can't prove I'm not from around here, but I can show you
You may be familiar with orbital decay.

orbits decay in a downward spiral.

This principle suggests that

This ensures any satellite will eventually fal l to Earth, o r

whatever i t is circling.

During the discovery period, I have identified many of the night-time sightings as follows:
phenomena

denying my existence.

In day-time sightings, I have identified the planet Venus from its position in

Some phenomena are explained by the reflection of light in the layers of warm air

Now I know you like to look to authorities for your figures, so lets look at the age of this
planet, 4,000,000,000 years old by Science's estimate.
o rbits.

That means the same number of

The Sun is 93,000,000 miles away and we can simplify this to 1 00,000,000 miles. This

which are hundreds o f feet above me.

means that if the Earth's orbit decayed by only 45 yards pe r year, which is 40,000,000 th

Comparing my own unusual experience with the unidentified flying object's statistics that I

knowledge of orbits.

percent, the Earth would be firmly in the sun by now.

have researched in the libraries - these were in cxmjunction, therefore, I believe that the
extraterrestrial visitor discovered was a UFO - an alien spaceship.

follow this up and check any visual sightings recorded on or around 1 7/1 1 /97.
Samson Evis,

Carbon Dioxide is 1 Vz the density of oxygen. Why doesn't it sink?

By now with your rather

amusing Global Warming, you should be breathing pure CQ2. Of course its getting hotter 

Thus I wish to kindly ask any of the UFO researchers or scientists of British organisations to
attached photos of the U FO discovered at our village.

So much for your historian's

Please find

PNG.

your orbit is decaying.
As for my contact mission, it seems to be going well.

I have been playing World War I l l, a

game of inte l ligence, and have been receiving coded replies, which may or may not be
consciously written, but definitely exist

For those readers who do not know,

World War

I l l, a game of intelligence, is a Conscious/Subconscio us interface which enables Homo
Sapiens to use 100% of their brains rather than the estimated 1 0%.

Contact UK have this

game but I fear they have no resource to explore this masterpiece, which proves that
Extraterrestrials, or at least a Cult which has survived since Troy, have been here and stilt
are.
Troy greatly figures in this game since it is produced by the Erisian Liberation Front, and
recently the film "Troy" was brought out.

Using the code A = 1 , B = 2, C=3 etc we can

analyse the name BRAD PITT, or maybe 2 RA4Pi2020, and ERIC BANA backwards is AN
ABC, I RE (my name is also spelt RE).
completion of my Contact Mission.
as doors and ship timbers.

2020 is the year I have given fo r successful

O.K so that's a co-incidence? Troy features old boards

OLD BOARDS and ORLANDO BLOOM are similar, and if we

take OLD out of ORIANDO and find the difference from BOARDS to BLOOM, we get

RA, NO,CNC IS.
1 0 what?
Dear Editor,

10 years short.

YEARS? An anagram of YES, RA.

RE THE BIG CATS

Judging by the photographs in the Spring edition, (Vol 27, No 2, p 3) these are not black
panthers, but big, big pussycats, which, if so, does point to an inter-dimensional crossover.
However, if this is so and these ARE pussycats, then how B IG are their owners?
Shades of Gullivers Travels!
On the other hand, "sheep killed but not eaten," tells another story; the leopard family does
kill for pleasure whilst pussycats eat whatever they kill.

It's going to take a long time before

we solve this mystery but in the meantime my former advice stil l stands - do not attempt to
stroke them or offer a saucer of milk!
P.S Projections do not kill or maul.

Now my initials are CMC (Earth cover name - ed) , CNC to CMC is 1 0.

Well the obvious mistake in the film is that the siege was

Ra - Aka Chris Carter, Essex.

Ed: OK then, in the film "Troy'� PETER O'TOOLE played PRIAM, King of Troy, which
looking another way is POOLE TEE ROT (the) IMP RA.
Does this mean our
distinguished visitor is a mischief making golf course vandal from Dorset?
Dear Editor, "DOWN THE PAN" - WE THINK NOT
On reading a copy of Awareness, Winter 2004-5, an article was submitted to the editor from
Mr A.W. Bastick of Rhoose, S.Glamorgan.
here in the U K.

protest against UFO SECRECY.
Ray Martin, Modder River, RSA

Titled: "Has Ufology Gone right down the Pan"

I also read a briefing on Mr Bastick's comments regarding the London I remember it well, and to put the record straight, quite a

lot was achieved by the protest in question and other visits also.

Now we have the Freedom

of Information Act where fellow researchers can apply and obtain in a democratic way,
information on U FO matters.

So as to Bastick referring that nothing came of it, is quite
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human horde seeks ericounter close to home
\ Fo to� y>R.Au K
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unfair and unreasonable to say the least.
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There will always be a question of a cover-up mainly in the interests of National Security and
it was sheer grit and determination that drove the few who were present in London on that
day in October 1995.
There wasn't a prominent figure associated within the UFO
community on the day in question: No Randles, No Mantle, No leaders of UFO Magazine,
No Mortimer, No Robinson, No Redfern. In fact none of these were present with the
protest group from Leeds and Ripon. Full credit must go to John Holman of Ripon who
organised the whole event along with his fellow members from "ORTK". It was a very sunny
day with plenty of media and photographers present awaiting the visit of very very
determined men whose total dedication to end UFO secrecy worked.

.f>� 'B C L� (:(.c
..

comments passed by someone who wasn't even there stinks! A lot of hard dedicated
work goes on behind the scenes - not everyone, everywhere chooses to seek gains by fame
and fortune. In fact, yes, a lot has been achieved along the way. UFO research will never
die not if we have anything to do with it - never. Now in our present time our whole world
fully realises we can't and never have been alone - we are but a grain of sand. You may ask
what right have I to submit this reply to those who question the London protests. I felt
deeply compelled to submit my views and comments to reveal the truth of this important
event, simply because I was there that day with John Holman and I am still proud of the
honour of being there with John in London many years ago.
I remain Yours in Friendship, Peter Cliffe, Editor, IFONPRAUK, Leeds.

So

END U F
SECR ECY
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Dear Editor,
MOON lANDINGS
With regard to the knocking of the Moon landings, I would like to point out that the analysis
of Moon rocks was done at Capetown University in SA and was overseen by Dr Simmons,
one of the worlds leading geologists, and he, and hundreds like him who were involved,
would never put their names to any such tommyrot, as suggested in your Spring edition.
Furthermore, this smacks of the same misguided thinking as the tales of the US and others
flying UFOs captured or otherwise. If we had them, we would not be spending billions of
dollars on space stations, Hubbles, and the space programme in general.

UJ

I
�

Yesterday's message from earth, aimed at the Government. was clear enough

Watchers call for access
to extra-terrestrial files
(ly JO., JOSEPII
Ti l E absence of pulsating
lights or whirring silver discs
over Wtstminstcr yesterday
did nothing to deter UFO
watchers protesting outside a
deserted J l ouse of Commons
to demand the release of
secret files on visits to Britain
by aliens and U FOs.
John l l olman. UK C<Hirdi
nator of Operation Right to
Know. which organised the
protest. said: "They don't have
to say 'We arc being invadt'(l

by extra terrestrials'. but if
they knuw British airspace is
being penetrated by objL-cts
they should tell us."
A spokesman for the M i nis
try of Defence denied that

America under the Freedom
of I n formation Act. l ie also
cited a Belgian military report
from pilots who, in 1990.
reported their jet had been
" hu1.1.ed" by a UFO whost·

M iehacl Portillo. the Secre
t<�ry of State. was hiding from
the public a fat cat<1logue of
sightings and contacts with
extra-terrestrial beings. l· le
s:�id there was nothing to
reveal: ··n,ere is no question
of us :tltempting to L'Ovcr up
any incidents. nor i n trying to
obscure the tru t h about UFOs
from the public."
Mr l l olm<�n. an industrial
produt·t designer from Ripon.
North Yorkshire. who claims
to have vidcota d a UFO in

aL'CCierntion from 150 knots to
990 knots in seconds was
beyond the enduranl'C of hu
man beings. "The llciJ!ians
made this report publ ic. so
why c;.m·t our ( ;ovemmt•nt
release their n·purts?"" M r
l lolrnan asked.
St<·ve Clement�on. from
l lert forshirc. was picking up
signals from alien cmft out
side Parliament with <1 horne
m:�dc UFO detector he calls
"Gizmo". lt runs on six small
radio batteries and crackled

There has always been a lunatic fringe of followers and a not so lunatic body making a living
out of these fallacies, so for goodness sake let us get away from sensationalism and get back
to the nitty-gritty of solving the conundrum.
Good Luck. Ray Martin, Modder River, RSA
=============================================

===

NOTICE

The editorial staff of Awareness welcome contributions of articles (particularly with good
illustrations), book or film reviews, details of UFO sightings, letters discussing previous
articles or general comments on UFOs, crop circles and related topics in the paranormal
field. Please address your material to the Editor, Awareness, P.O Box 23, WHEA TLEY,
Oxon, U. K. OX33 lFL
================================================
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UFO AND SPACE AGE PUBLICATIONS! UFOs, Conspiracies, Books, Magazines, Audio
and Video tapes. For full list and bumper information sheets send £1 refunded on first
order. Write to Ms S.R. Stebbing, 41, Terminus Drive, HERNE BAY, Kent, Cf6 6PR
AWARENESS BACK ISSUES: We can supply back issues of magazines from Vol 1 8 (nos
1 -4) to latest (Volume 26). Some earlier · copies may be available, as with the UFO Register.
Please remit £1.25 plus 25p post and packing for each copy ordered to P.O Box 23,
WHEATLEY, Oxon, OX33 l FL, England.
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The Travel and Earth Mysteries Society

( Founded 1 992)

is for people with an enquiring mind and
an interest in unexplained phenomena and
historical areas of study loosely labelled
earth mysteries. TEMS is a social and
study group for people in *West and
South-West London, Middlesex cl Surrey.

•(Beru,Bssex ,Berts.A Sussa
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A programme of speakers, social events
and fteld trips is arranged covering such
things as ancient sites, crop circles,
· dowsing, folklore, ghosts, healing, ley
lines, old churches , sacred wells, UFOs,
· anomalous animals and challenging issues.
Meetings, for which there is a modest
charge, are usually held on a Sunday
afternoon, and include a social/tea-break .
The Society covers similar subject areas to those of ASSAP . It is not a
cult group, and advocates a balanced approach between the intuitive and
analytical faculties. This leaves ample scope for exploring new ideas.
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contains summaries of talks, fteld trips, club news, current news items,
articles, book and magazine reviews, cartoons and illustrations.
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Ann Hopk.ins: 0.20-8544 9478
Lionel Beer : 0.20-8979 3148
TEMS Co-ordinator:
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